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Attombri
"Accessorize Yourself"

by TenthMusePhotography

Attombri is highly respected in San Marco area for being one of the best
businesses around. The successful shop is run by two brothers who lent
their family name to the establishment. Their claim to fame is that their
precious metal creations have been on Dolce & Gabbana's ramps.
Browsing tourists as well as locals will vouch for the quality and
workmanship put into the jewelry available here. The beads and crystals
used in the creations are placed with ancient techniques strictly by hand.
Old traditions are kept alive through the pretty intricate designs of the
accessories at this store.

+39 041 241 1442

www.attombri.com/

attombri@yahoo.it

San Marco 1179 Frezzaria,
Veneza

Sigfrido Cipolato
"Gothic Chic Jewelry"

by Christian Guthier

The jewlery of Siegfried Cipolato has an element of horror as it
prominently features Moors' heads and skeletons. Using precious metals,
rare gemstones and unusual materials such as ebony, diamonds, white
and yellow gold and pink enamel, the owner of this store hand-crafts the
masterpieces. The ornaments exhibit eclectic influences and are created
using centuries-old techniques with precision. Its collection includes
earrings, pins, brooches and rings with golden skull heads and pictures of
sorrowful women. If you have courage to wear the pieces, then flaunt
them in style.

+39 041 522 8437

sigfridocipolato.com/

info@sigfridocipolato.com

San Marco 3717 / A, Veneza

Furla
"Show-stopping Accessories"

by michaelvito

+39 041 277 0460

Furla is a world-renowned Italian brand for shoes, bags and other
accessories. It has outlets in more than 70 countries all over the globe,
boasting of approximately 1300 branches. However, there is no better
place to shop for an Italian fashion label than in a famous city of Italy
itself. This branch in Venice has premium decor to match its luxurious
products and offers personalized attention to shoppers. Look out for
handbags in eye-popping neon shades, classic leather sachets, animal
print totes, watches in minimalist styles, stunning wedges, loafers and
ballerinas, tinted sunglasses and classy belts. It also sells travel and
business accessories, trendy mobile covers and charming key rings in
feminine shades and shapes like teddy bears, hearts and bows.
www.furla.com/

San Marco, San Salvado 4833, Veneza

Francis Model
"Exclusive Leather Bags"

by mikefats

If you are particular about what rests on your arm, then a visit to this
boutique, Francis Model is a must. The shop has been around since 1960s
and has been showcasing authentic leather bags that will please even the
most discerning fashionistas. Currently, when one is wary of buying fakes,
this authentic leather merchandise is like a breath of fresh air. Given its
exclusivity and quality, shopping here is quite expensive, but the Francis
Model bag is a must-have accessory to match with your elegant outfit.

+39 041 521 2889

www.francismodel.it/

Ruga Rialto 773, Veneza

Madera
"Accessories of Natural Materials"

by Maegan Tintari

+39 041 522 4181

Madera boasts of two outlets, one that sells accessories and jewelery and
another for home decoration items. This Dorsoduro branch specializes in
the former and is a favored shopping destination for those who want
quirky ornaments with traditional designs, made using unusual materials
such as wood. Its designs often exhibit geometric lines and minimalist
styles and its accessories add a touch of playfulness and rustic charm to
any outfit. Shop for long metallic necklaces, square bangles in vivid red,
white and black colors, beaded jewelry, ball rings and neon translucent
bracelets among other creations. You will also find leather bags, woollen
scarves and paper bags at this shop. Whether you are looking for
accessories or home decor products at the nearby outlet, the merchandise
of Madera is full of whimsical patterns that accentuate your apparel or
home.
www.maderavenezia.it/ho
me.html

info@maderavenezia.it

Campo San Barnaba,
Dorsoduro 2762, Veneza

Mori & Bozzi
"Pretty Shoes"
Put your best foot forward! If you have a penchant for shoes that are
exclusive, then do visit the Mori & Bozzi store. This shop offers women's
collection, accessories and other fashionable merchandise, however, it is
popular for its elegant shoe collection that features a wide variety. So
indulge in shoe fetish and shop at Mori & Bozzi .
by Associated Fabrication

+39 041 71 5261

Rio terà Madalena 2367, Veneza
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